Mutual funds: Winners and the rest
When looking back at 2016's mutual fund market growth, several competitive themes can be identified. Each theme had an impact on firm-level growth and market share.
The top three managers on the leader board are currently Tianhong, ICBC Credit Suisse and E Fund, with ChinaAMC knocked out for the first time in a decade. Competitive
mobility wasn't just among the top-tier firms, the whole spectrum was affected by specific shifts in demand, regulation and the market throughout the year.
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Despite being arguably the most competitive firm in 2015, riding the waves of investor demand with a flexible product range throughout
market turbulence, E Fund suffered in 2016. However, it was still able to rise to third position in the rankings.
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ChinaAMC fell two places in the rankings in 2016. In 4Q16, the firm lost over USD14bn from one of its MMF products, contributing
to its decline. However, the firm launched two successful QDII products, capturing surging demand for offshore exposure.
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CIB jumped into the top 20 in 2016, despite being a relatively
new firm. The bank-backed FMC was able to ride on the wave of
institutional capital flowing into the industry. There were thirteen
bank-backed FMCs for which 2016 fundraising from institutionaltailored products was higher than all other FMCs combined.
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